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This e-book has been written for information
purposes only. Every effort has been made to make
this ebook as complete and accurate as possible.
However, there may be mistakes in typography or
content this is because the author is dyslexic.  This 
 e-book is also here to provide information only.
Therefore, this ebook should be used as a guide - not
as the ultimate source. The purpose of this ebook is
to educate. 

The author and the publisher do not warrant that the
information contained in this ebook is fully
complete and shall not be responsible for any errors
or omissions. The author and publisher shall have
neither liability nor responsibility to any person or
entity with respect to any loss or damage caused or
alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by this
ebook.

Disclaimer



When it comes to goal setting, I was not always an
expert and there were times I did stop everything I
was planning to do all together. I remember a
motivational book on goal setting and what these
words stayed with me. I may not have it word by word
but this is how I understood what it said about
setting goals. It said:  

‘Some people say that Life is an obstacle course. They
say that most people seem to have a problem with
getting through that obstacle course to their desire
goal. They go on further and say that, It is only
normal to encounter obstacles in the pursuit of your
goal because apparently, It is a form of a test to see if
you are worthy.’ 
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This is where I started focusing on self love and self
worth. The process of working in you will determine
the type of goals you will be setting. The power in
goals is depending in the knowledge you have on
your own worth and power.

When the obstacles start to become a nuisance to
the point of almost putting a stop to your goal(s); or
worse, making you to completely abandon your goal,
you must take action and think things through.
Something I discovered later-on, in the pursuit of my
goals. So, with that said, here are some helpful,
tested pointers that will keep your attention focused
in achieving any goal that you put your mind to.
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This means: Do not quit. Especially when one is
midway in working for a goal, there should be no
room for quitting.

To quit is going back to the starting line of goal
accomplishment. That is time, energy, money, and a
whole lot of things wasted and lost. 

It is more costly to quit than to find a solution to the
problem, not to mention the frustration one feels.

Think positive
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Keep a clear 

and 

an open mind. 

This means: Do not quit. Especially when one is
midway in working for a goal, there should be no
room for quitting.

To quit is going back to the starting line of goal
accomplishment. That is time, energy, money, and a
whole lot of things wasted and lost. 

It is more costly to quit than to find a solution to the
problem, not to mention the frustration one feels.
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Persist

and

Persevere

Sometimes people shy away from problem and some
have the illusions that what they have imagined in
their mind will be exactly how they imagined it when
they start. I hen they realised, that’s not the case, they
stop or quit all together.

This is why it is important to be sure to exhaust every
possibility, even to the point of trial and error. This
is because you need to be sure that there is a
solution to correct the problem you are dealing with
at that present moment.
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Imitate with your

personal touch.
People have been imitating what others have started
and they make other discoveries or in the musical
world they remix songs differently to suit the Era
they are in. This is the beauty of creativities. Haven’t
you ever watch a movie and said: ‘I don’t like how
they ended it’ and find yourself talking how you
would have ended it if it was you? This is the type of
imitation I am talking about. 

You will go on ahead and write a movie that will be
similar, but with your own perspective. When we are
doing anything in life, we should not just take in
information without doing anything. We are to try to
picture inside our head a possible solution to help
overcome and/or solve the obstacle that is setting us
back. No, that’s not over thinking!
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Ask for Help 

Some people have no clue on how they can ask for
something because all they have ever done is giving.
This is an area I did struggle with before and my
struggle was more of, when I did ask for help people
automatically assumed that I was stupid, weak and at
a worse place then them.

When all fails, it is important to get assistance from
people you know or people who are more
knowledgeable on the work being done. Their
suggestions might not necessarily be the exact ones
you were hoping to hear, but often their suggestions,
trigger’s some NEW ideas in finding the right
solution to your problem.
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Ask for Help 

SToday, I am doing all the things that many see me
doing and those who assisted me are surprised.
Often this happens because they saw themselves
above you because you asked for help. Failing to
understand that, a person that asked for help adds
knowledge to what they knew and tomorrow they will
be at a better place than the person who never asked
for help.

Do not be afraid, do not pay attention on how they
will treat you or belittle you. Ask for that help, gain
knowledge you never did have and use the
knowledge you gained. We all learn from someone
in life, never ever struggle alone.
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